Udo W. Froese in Johannesburg, South Africa and Windhoek, Namibia.

LETTERS/OPINIONS

SWAPO Party’s 75% election victory - opposition claims “vote rigging”.

Recently, Madagascar had a military coup d’ etat, ousting its president and enforcing an unconstitutionally young Disc Jockey into the Presidency. This was followed with widespread word fruit, “Orange”, was used to define the “ruling, military” under a said young DJ government.

Remember, it was the US Administration, a certain Dick Morris, who assisted the engineered of the “Orange Revolution” in the Ukraine? In other words, it is a common, imperial international weapon.

A suggested way forward: Therefore, every African ruling party and government would be well advised to counter civil society, as done by the former Prime Minister of Singapore, Lee Kwan Yew, outlined in his book “Singapur Story” and Kenya’s former Minister of State and Energy, Arap Moi’s right-hand-man, Nicolas Biswot, who sued every single publisher, reporter, media person, advertiser, distributor, editor and bookshop, in a court of law, and the public, whenever they published any form of attempt in character assassination. In that way, the aforementioned were able to keep the foreign media, military presence of the United States will be deepened, and their military presence of the United Nations, brought in.

Kenya: It is important to take note of the fact that Kenya has been a world leader in events like the “Orange Movement (ODM)” his Prime Minister, the “Orange Democratic Movement” (ODM)’s Prime Minister and in the new “Government of National Unity (GNU)”: Many Kenyans paid the most dear price for it - with their lives.

Kenyans bluntly accused South African politicians, Cyril Ramaphosa and that international liberal, Bishop Desmond Tutu, to have channelled funds for the ODM. Those two politicians tried to act as peace brokers at the time of a national uprising. In the meantime, they also engineered to split the ANC in two, in Nairobi separately from each other, they were immediately shown the way back to Johannesburg. The motives of Ramaphosa and Tutu were never questioned by Kenya’s media.

Zambia: A similar situation was imposed on Zambia, when former President Kenneth Kaunda, who always seemed to divide and control his senior members of Namibia’s ruling, popular party, SWAPO, and the Kasevens are silent about Sudan, it is fair in love and war, should they fail to deliver real facts, the ruling party and government would be well advised to lay a counter charge of disinformation and high treason with the attempt to undermine, state government and country.

In other words, those trying their hand to muscle their way into power, and thus perceived to make use of anything that is fair in love and war, should be challenged and hopefully outsmarted for disinformation on the country, thus poisoning a threat to national security.

This would result in serious charges of treason and high treason, and they would be facing charges that could land them in jail with seriously hard labour, for a while at least. This is no hero-making. The international community, South Africa, would have to answer, why they would be part of such “democratic games”, or face the music.

The last word has not been spoken, Africa’s decum- mers and plunder-barons’ time will come and then they’ll have to really invent ways out of their bluffs.